This ensemble, Memento Mori Sewol, is protest and propaganda clothes as well as mourning clothes, expressing condolence to the victims of the Sewol ferry incident of South Korea in 2014 and lamenting the diminishing humanism. It maximizes the advantage of 'conversational print' that can induce the viewer to notice uniqueness of the print, have an urge to mention on it, and start a 'conversation' with the wearer.
The print that depicts floating bodies in the seawater followed the tradition of toile de Jouy in terms of pictorial style to deliver the narrative message of sadness and criticism. Other artists including Renée Green and Laurel Garcia Colvin previously used Toile de Jouy in furniture or canvas to deliver critical messages. However, the choice of garment maximizes the advantage of conversational print by going out to the world and meet the audience in everyday life. This idea of delivering messages (especially political messages) in everyday life in the form of garment is also found in African commemorative cloth. Both toile de Jouy and African commemorative cloth are very busy print for garment, but rather used with extreme business -covering the whole body with the same print, which can be found in fashionforward men's suit today. While the subject is sad and serious, this ensemble represents the subject in the most fashionable way, exploiting the
